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Natarajastotram, charaNa shRingarahita (Patanjali)

નટરાજ તાતે્રમ્ , ચરણ શ ◌ૃઙ્ગ રિહત (પત જ લ)

ચદ બરનટનનં ચ

This hymn is by Sage Patanjali, the author and compiler of the famous yogasUtra. Once

upon a time, as the story of the origin of the hymn goes, Nandi, Shiva’s carrier would

not allow Patanjali Muni to have Darshan of the Lord Shiva (Nataraja of Chidambaram).

In order to reach Lord Shiva, Patanjali, with his mastery over grammatical forms,

spontaneously composed this prayer in praise of the Lord without using any extended

(‘dIrgham’) syllable, (without ‘charaNa’ and ‘shRi Nga’ i.e. leg and horn) to tease Nandi.

Shiva was quickly pleased, gave Darshan to the devotee, and danced to the lilting tune of

this song.

The place where this incidence is said to have happened is Chidambaram (also known as

Thillai), located about a hundred miles from Madras, Tamilnadu, India. It is considered

to be one of the holiest places in India. In this temple, which has a gold covered roof,

Lord Nataraja is present in a cosmic-dancing form. Many books have been written on the

greatness of the temple and its deity and can also be inferred from various hymns composed

in praise of the Lord by the Shaiva Siddhanta Saints.

The translation of the hymn is based on Smt. Usha Bhise’s and is taken from the book

‘caranasrngarahitam natarajastotram.’ This book also contains a sanskrit commentary on

this stotra by Chandrakala. The book was published by Bharati Samskrta Vidya Niketanam

in 1992-

॥ અથ-ચરણશ ◌ૃઙ્ગરિહત-નટરાજ તાતે્રમ્ ॥
સદ ચત મુદ ચત િનકુ ચત પદં ઝલઝલ ચ લત મ જુ કટકમ્
પત જ લ દગૃ જન મન જન મચ ચલપદં જનન ભ જન કરમ્ ।
કદ બ ચમ બરવસં પરમમ બુદ કદ બ કિવડ બકગલમ્ (કિવડ બનકરમ્)
ચદ બુિધ મ ણ બુધ હૃદ બુજ રિવ પર ચદ બર નટં હૃિદ ભજ ॥ ૧॥
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નટરાજ તાતે્રમ્ , ચરણ શ ◌ૃઙ્ગ રિહત (પત જ લ)

Heartily resort to the great dancer Shiva, residing in the holy place, Chidambaram. He

is called Hara (the destroyer) who smashed the three cities (of demon tripura). He is

worshipped by good people. While dancing he has lifted one foot which is bent. His lovely

bracelets are set in motion of dance movements and hence are making a jingling sound.

He is like ointment to the eyes of Patanjali by whose application the vision gets clear for

receiving knowledge. However, he is free from contamination of any kind. He destroys the

cycle of birth (and death). He possesses the loveliness of Kadamba tree; wears the sky as

garment. His throat is dark like the multitude of rainy clouds. He is the jewel in the ocean

of consciousness. He is the the Sun blossoming the lotus- heart of wise persons.

હરં િત્રપુર ભ જનં અન તકૃતકઙ્કણં અખ ડદય મ તરિહતં
િવિર ચસરુસહં તપુર દર િવ ચ તતપદં ત ણચ દ્રમકુટમ્ ।
પરં પદ િવખ ડતયમં ભ સત મ ડતતનું મદનવ ચન પરં
ચર તનમમું પ્રણવસ ચતિનિધ પર ચદ બર નટં હૃિદ ભજ ॥ ૨॥
Heartily resort to the great dancer, Shiva, residing in the holy place, Chidambaram. He is

the destroyer of the world, who destroys sin and grants emancipation. He has destroyed

the three cities of demon tripura, representing the three types of sorrows. He is wearing

the great serpent, ananta, like a bracelet. He is incessantly showering compassion and is

endless. God Brahma, Indra and the other devatas meditate upon his feet. The crescent

moon adorns his crown. The great one has crushed yama by his feet. His body is decorated

with ash. He is inclined to brush aside cupid. His preciousness is saturated in the syllable

- OM.

અવ તમ ખલં જગદભઙ્ગ ગુણતુઙ્ગમમતં તિવધું સરુસિરત-્
તરઙ્ગ િનકુર બ ત લ પટ જટં શમનદ ભસહુરં ભવહરમ્ ।
શવં દશિદગ તર િવજૃ ભતકરં કરલસ ગ શશું પશપુ ત
હરં શ શધન જયપતઙ્ગનયનં પર ચદ બર નટં હૃિદ ભજ ॥ ૩॥
Heartily resort to the great dancer, Lord Shiva, residing in the holy place, Chidambaram,

who protects all the world. His lofty place is due to the indestructible good qualities. It is

difficult to grasp his nature. He has held crescent moon in his forehead. His matted hair

is covetous of holding the multitude of waves of the divine river, Ganga. He has dispelled

the vanity of Yama and is capable of delivering men from the pangs of worldly life. The
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Lord of creatures, the auspicious God, in whose hand a young deer is dancing, has spread

his hands in all ten quarters. The great destroyer has moon, fire and sun as his eyes.

અન તનવરત્નિવલસ કટકિકિઙ્ક ણઝલં ઝલઝલં ઝલરવં
મુકુ દિવિધ હ તગતમદ્દલ લય વિનિધ મ દ્ધ મત નતર્ન પદમ્ ।
શકુ તરથ બિહરથ ન દમખુ શ ◌ૃઙ્ ગિરિટ ઙ્ ગગણસઙ્ઘિનકટમ્
સન દસનક પ્રમખુ વ દત પદં પર ચદ બર નટં હૃિદ ભજ ॥ ૪॥
Heartily resort to the great dancer, Shiva residing in the holy place, Chidambaram. The tiny

bells attached to his bracelets which are shining with innumerable gems of nine kinds are

making a sweet jingling sound. The dancing movements of his feet are accompanied by

the drum in the hands of Mukunda (vishnu) and vidhi (brahma). He is closely surrounded

by Vishnu, riding a chariot to which a bird (Garuda) is yoked, by kartikeya, riding a charior

to which a peacock is yoked, by a troupe of Gana-s consisting of Srngi, Riti, Bhrngi etc

headed by Nandi. Prominent sages like Sananda and Sanaka are saluting his feet.

અન તમહસં િત્રદશવ દ્ય ચરણં મુિન હૃદ તર વસ તમમલમ્
કબ ધ િવયિદ દ્વવિન ગ ધવહ વિહ્નમખ બ ધુરિવમ જુ વપષુમ્ ।
અન તિવભવં િત્રજગ તર મ ણ િત્રનયનં િત્રપુર ખ ડન પરમ્
સન દ મુિન વ દત પદં સક ણં પર ચદ બર નટં હૃિદ ભજ ॥ ૫॥
Heartily resort to the great dancer, Lord Shiva, residing in the holy place called

Chidambaram. His lustre is beginningless and endless. His feet are revered by the

gods. The pure one who is free from all blemishes resides in the interior of sages hearts.

He wields a lovely body made up of the following components - water, sky, moon, earth,

wind, fire, sacrificer (atman) and Sun. His riches are infinite; he is the jewel of the three

worlds having three eyes, he is incline to smash the three cities of Tripura. The god who

takes pity (on the distressed) is saluted by Sage Sananda.

અ ચ ત્યમ લ દ ચ બ ધુરગલં કુિરત કુ દ િનકુર બ ધવલમ્
મુકુ દ સરુ દ બલ હ કૃત વ દન લસ તમિહકુ ડલ ધરમ્ ।
અક પમનુક પત ર ત સજુન મઙ્ગલિનિધ ગજહરં પશપુ તમ્
ધન જય નુતં પ્રણત ર જનપરં પર ચદ બર નટં હૃિદ ભજ ॥ ૬॥
Heartily resort to the great dancer, Shiva, residing in the holy place, Chidambaram. He

is not capable of being understood by the faculty of thinking. His dark colored throat is

attractive with its resemblance to the colour of a multitude of bees. His complexion is white
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like a bunch of blooming Kunda flowers. He wears a glittering appearance when saluted by

Vishnu, gods, and Indra, the killer of Balasura. His ear ornament consists of serpent. He

is free from fear and hence unmoved. However, he took pity on Rati. He is a reservoir of

all auspicious things for good persons. The destroyer of Gajasure is the Lord of creatures,

praised by Arjuna. He is inclined to be delightful to persons who bow down to Him.

પરં સરુવરં પુરહરં પશપુ ત જિનત દ તમખુ ષ મખુમમું
ડં કનક િપઙ્ગલ જટં સનકપઙ્કજ રિવ સમુનસં િહમ ચમ્ ।

અસઙ્ગમનસં જલિધ જન્મકરલં કવલય ત મતુલં ગુણિનિધમ્
સન દ વરદં શ મત મ દુ વદનં પર ચદ બર નટં હૃિદ ભજ ॥ ૭॥
Heartily resort to the great dancer Shiva residing in the holy place Chidambaram. He is

the best among gods, destroyer of the three cities for the benefit of the world. That Lord

of creatures has given birth to elephant-headed Ganesha for warding off obstacles and to

six-faced Kartikeya for leading divine army. The benevolent god has hair that is brownish

like gold. He is like Sun who causes the blooming of the lotus in the form of sage Sanaka.

Having a mind kind to all, he weilds the lustre of snow. His mind is not attached to anything,

even to Parvati. He has swallowed poison arising out of ocean in order to save the world

from its adverse effects. He is a store-house of quailities, not comparable to anyone else.

He has given boons to sage, Sananda. Having a face which is delightful like the moon, he

has attained the blissful state.

અજં ક્ષ તરથં ભજુગપુઙ્ગવગુણં કનક શ ◌ૃઙ્ ગ ધનષંુ કરલસત્
કુરઙ્ગ થુ ટઙ્ક પરશું ચર કુઙુ્કમ ચ ડમ કં ચ દધતમ્ ।
મુકુ દ િવ શખં નમદવ દ્ય ફલદં િનગમ દ તુરગં િન પમં (પ્રણત દફલદં િનગમતુઙ્ગતરઙ્ગં)
સચ ડકમમું ઝિટ ત સહૃંતપુરં પર ચદ બર નટં હૃિદ ભજ ॥ ૮॥
Heartily resort to the great dancer, Lord Shiva, who resides in the holy place, Chidambaram,

and He is without birth. The earth itself is his chariot. The great serpent, Vasuki is his

bowstring. The golden peaked Meru is His bow. In His hands shines a deer, a big sword

and an axe. He weilds a damaru (drum) which has the color of lovely kumkuma. Mukunda

himself is his arrow. He effectively grants the desire to those who salute him. The multitude

of Vedic texts are his horses (or mind). The incomparable God accompanied by Chandika

has quickly destroyed the cities of demon tripura.

અનઙ્ગપિરપ થનમજં ક્ષ ત ધુર ધરમલં ક ણય તમ ખલં
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વલ તમનલં દધતમ તકિરપું સતત મ દ્રમખુવ દતપદમ્ ।
ઉદ ચદરિવ દકુલ બ ધુશત બ બ ચ સહં ત સગુ ધ વપષંુ
પત જ લનુતં પ્રણવપ ચર શકંુપર ચદ બર નટં હૃિદ ભજ ॥ ૯॥
Heartily resort to the great dancer, Lord Shiva, who resides in the holy place, Chidambaram.

Birthless, he is an enemy of Cupid. He bears the burden of the earth, He is intensely

compassionate to all. The killer of demon Andhaka is capable of holding buring fire. Gods

headed by Indra are constantly falling at His feet. He is having a body which has got the

lustre of a group of hundred rising suns and is fragrant. He is praised by Patanjali and is

like a parrot in the cage of the syllable Omkara.

ઇ ત તવમમું ભજુગપુઙ્ગવ કૃતં પ્ર તિદનં પઠ ત યઃ કૃતમખુઃ
સદઃ પ્રભપુદ દ્વતયદશર્નપદં સલુ લતં ચરણ શ ◌ૃઙ્ગ રિહતમ્ ।
સરઃપ્રભવ સ ભવ હિર પ ત હિરપ્રમખુ િદવ્યનુત શઙ્કરપદં
સ ગચ્છ ત પરં ન તુ જનજુર્લિનિધ પરમદુઃખજનકં દુિરતદમ્ ॥ ૧૦॥
Here ends the praise song composed by Patanjali who is an incarnation of the great

serpent Shesha. One who learns it by heart and recites it will find a seat in the assembly

of Gods. The praise song is charming. The words in it lead to the perception of the

the Lord’s pair of feet. It flows on, being beginningless and endless (composed of the

meter charaNashri.ngarahita). It contains the description of Shankara praised by the divine

beings headed by Brahmadeva, Lords of the Quarters and Vishnu. One who recites this

hymn,quickly reaches the highest goal and does not steep into the ocean of worldly existence

which causes great sorrow and sinfulness.

॥ ઇ ત શ્રીપત જ લમુિનપ્રણીતં ચરણશ ◌ૃઙ્ગરિહત નટરાજ તાતંે્ર સ પૂણર્મ્ ॥

Encoded by P. P. Narayanaswami

Natarajastotram, charaNa shRingarahita (Patanjali)
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